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PARTS STORAGE EQUIPMENT
ONE SOLUTION FOR A MULTITUDE OF APPLICATIONS
We offer a complete and integrated storage solution for your parts, no matter what shape or size they are. Our drawers in shelving
system, specialized racks (for moldings, bumpers, exhaust pipes, tires, etc.), and our workstation system are all adapted to the
realities of the automotive industry.

With Rousseau solutions, you can save a considerable amount of
space while increasing the productivity of your employees.
The strength of our system is that it adapts to your environment
and evolves with your needs.
With the numerous dimensions and accessories offered, you can
create your own customized layout to complement the structure
of your building.

Bobby Rahal Toyota - Parts Equipment (PA)

DRAWERS IN SHELVING
Rousseau drawers are the ideal solution for storing small parts
and high-turnover items.
With this system, a wide variety of parts can be stored and readily
accessible while maximizing use of available space.
This decreases the amount of time finding your parts, so you also
save valuable time.

Jim Pattison Lexus Northshore - Parts Equipment (BC)

Rousseau drawers add value to your existing equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

More parts stored in the same space
Less time spent searching for parts
Less time your mechanics spend waiting at the service counter
More time for vehicle maintenance
More time for your customers!

They can be installed in more than 35 brands of shelving
on the market.

1.866.463.4270

SERVICE STORAGE EQUIPMENT
IT'S ALL IN THE DETAILS
Choose Rousseau workcenters for the quality, versatility and small details
that make all the difference in your day-to-day work.
Our cutting-edge technology enables us to offer the highest quality
products in terms of concept, manufacturing and finishing, while also
ensuring that modularity, design and personalized requirements are
never compromised.
Our tool box stands out as an exceptional product, completely different
from anything else you have used. Those who give them a try end up
adopting them for life!

A COMPLETE SOLUTION
We have the solution, whether you are looking for a basic workbench with a little or
a lot of storage space, or a more comprehensive workcenter with integrated lift
motor controls, IT equipment, reels, and many more options.
We have thought of all the small details so that everything you need can be fully
integrated into the workcenter: MultiTek cart, waste containers, hanging panels and
power feed panels to name but a few.

Mercedes-Benz Winnipeg - Service Equipment (MB)
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SOME ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Oxford Dodge Chrysler (ON)

Sun Motor Cars Audi • Porsche - Parts Equipment (PA)

Basney Honda (IN)

Product numbers on the cover (from top to bottom): SRP0442,
SRP0405, SRP0461, GT-C1004P, GT-C1152S, RS-C008X.
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TRY OUR NEW
"BAY-DESIGN" TOOL

ROUSSEAU-AUTOMOTIVE.COM
In just a few clicks, you can configure
a workspace tailored to your exact needs.

COLOR CHART
POWDER COAT PAINT
Avalanche Blue - 055
Classic Blue - 052
Everest Blue - 051
Glossy Sapphire Blue - 560
Midnight Blue - 057
Beige - 041
Glossy EverGreen - 1025
Glossy Yellow - 208
Sienna Orange - 085
Glossy Cranberry Red - 815
Glossy Carmine Red - 806
Flame Red - 081
Glossy Carbon Black - 741
Black - 091
Glossy Black - 902
Charcoal Gray - 072
Modern Gray - 745
Light Gray - 071
Frost White - 061
White - 616
Glossy Black - 902 / Light Gray - 071
Avalanche Blue - 055 / Frost White - 061
Glossy Carmine Red - 806 / Charcoal Gray - 072
Note: The colors may vary slightly from those illustrated. For custom
colors, contact our customer service representatives.
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THINK
INNOVATION
DURABILITY
QUALITY
ROUSSEAU IS TAILOR-MADE FOR SERVICE & PARTS

Budds Jaguar Land Rover (ON)

Oxford Dodge Chrysler (ON)

Luther Brookdale Toyota • Scion - Parts Equipment (MN)

Queensway Honda (ON)

Queensway Honda (ON)
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